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ABSTRACT. We report some recent experiments on motional induc-
tion, performed on partially shielded circuits. Both electro and pon-
deromotive forces are unsensitive to magnetic shielding. Laplace 
and Lorentz local forces must be applied with considerable care 
when dealing with motional induction. 
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1 Introduction 

The physics underlying motional electromagnetic induction was advanced 
in 2001 [1] and recent overviews on the whole issue can be found in the 
literature [2,3,4]. 

Figure 1(left) sketches a homopolar generator in which a radial probe is 
spun at ! 0 (rad/sec) whilst both the permanent magnet and the closing wire 
remain stationary in the lab (first Faraday homopolar generator).  
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Figure 1 

 The relevant features of homopolar induction for two  equivalent arrangements 
 
The probe, at relative motion with the magnet, becomes an elecromotive 

force (emf) source. The closing wire, at relative rest with the magnet, closes 
a current path. A conducting circular ring attached to the magnet enables 
electrical continuity. By inserting a meter between probe and closing wire, 
we measure e (volt). As far as motional induction is concerned, the probe 
acts as the active wire, whereas the closing wire plays a passive role [1-9]. 

An electrically equivalent configuration takes place when, with the mag-
net and the probe rotating at 

 
!

o
, the closing wire remains at rest in the lab 

(second Faraday homopolar generator, Fig.1-right). Here the closing wire 
(active piece), at relative motion with the magnet, becomes the emf-source 
delivering the same e as above [1-9]. The probe, acting now as passive piece, 
provides a current path.  

The third equivalent configuration takes place when, both magnet and 
probe remaining  stationary in the lab, the closing wire is spun at -! 0. 

Local Lorentz force, 
   
!
F

L
= q (

!
! "
!
B) , when applied to free to move 

charges in relative motion with respect to the magnet, suffices to explain the 
observed experimental facts. For such a charge located in the rotating probe 
(Fig.1, left) we get 

   
!
F

L
= q (

!
! "
!
r "
!
B) , equation that becomes 

   
!
F

L
(q!B)!r  if 

  

!
B  remains constant on the probe. The quantity

   
!
F

L
/ q !

!
E

L
= ("B) !r is usu-

ally known as motional induced Lorentz field. 
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The meaning of 
 

!
!  in the above equations was a matter of endless discus-

sions along the last 170 years. Nowadays we know [3, 6] that 
 

!
! = ! Probe - 

 

!
! Magnet , wherein 

 

!
! Probe ( 

!
! Magnet ) labels the angular velocity of the probe 

(magnet) as measured with respect to the lab. Hence, a counterclockwise 
probe rotation (

 

!
! Probe = ! 0  ẑ  ) with the magnet stationary in the lab 

(
 

!
! Magnet = 0 ) becomes equivalent to a magnet counterclockwise rotation 

(!! Magnet = -! 0  ẑ  )  with the probe at rest in the lab (
 

!
! Probe = 0 ). Thus, 

updated motional Lorentz field reads [3]: 

   

!
E L   = [(

 

!
! Probe -  

!
! Magnet )] ! r

!
!   

!
B  (1) 

Lorentz force is a local one since it involves the magnetic field strenght 
  

!
B at the location of q [10]. 

Also an action at a distance rationale [11] based on Weber’s force 
(framewrok in which the field concept has nothing to do), enables us to 
understand motional induction [12]. In both the above models the elecromo-
tive force delivered is worth e = ! BR

2 
/ 2, B being the magnetic field 

strenght on the active wire. 

2 Exploring additive homopolar generators 

If we adhere to local action models, it becomes natural to design engines 
in which we can alter, deliberately,   

!
B -field actions on some of the active 

wires. Additive engines involving a N-turns coil instead of a single wire 
would be possible. The output of such engine would be Ne (volt). The only 
we need for such purpose, within a local action rationale, is to shield   

!
B -

field actions on a branch of the coil, whilst the complementary branch re-
mains nude (unshielded). 

Figure 2 sketches a uniform permanent magnet spinning in the neighbor-
hood of a N loops partially shielded conducting coil. Whilst the near branch 
X remains nude, the complementary one Y was embedded in soft iron pipe 
(magnetic shield). As we know [1,4,5] each loop, at relative motion with the 
magnet, behaves as two emf sources connected in opposition being  

 eX =  ! BX R
2 

/ 2 (2) 

 eY = ! BY R
2 

/ 2  (3) 
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Figure 1 

Taking as granted local actions, the engine would behave as an additive generator 

Thus, according to a local action model, the emf delivered by the whole 
coil would be N! R

2
 ( BX  - BY ) / 2 . Here BX  (BY) labels the local magnetic 

field strenght on the X (Y) branch. 

3 Experimental 

3.1 Spinning magnet with a partially shielded coil stationary in the lab 
In the actual setup performed in order to check the standard local action 

rationale, B on the X branch  ( N = 200, 5 cm height ) amounts at least some 
300 gauss (0,03T). Soft iron pipe (3mm outer radius, 1 mm inner radius) 
ensures a shielding factor (Appendix 1) greater than 10 on the Y branch: By < 
Bx /10.  

For a typical run at ! = 200 rad/sec, we would expect some 1 volt output. 
Measurements performed with the aid of a high impedance meter never 
surpassed the experimental uncertainty ( ±  0,2 mvolt). Experiments disprove 
equations (2), (3), since shielding appears to be unable to diminish the elec-
tromotive force developped on the Y branch of the generator. 

 
3.2 Spinning magnet with the closing wire stationary in the lab. 

Figure 3 sketches a single loop arrangement performed In order to rein-
force the output of the experiment III.1. As in figure 1, the radial probe co-
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rotates with the magnet, whilst the shielded closing wire remains stationary 
in the lab. The probe remains connected with the closing wire via sliding 
contacts touching the copper ring (photo 1).  

In a typical run at ! = 200 rad/sec, with some 600 gauss on the probe and 
BClosing-Wire < BProbe /10, the measured emf was as high as 14 mV, i.e., the 
same as if the shielding were absent on the closing-wire.  

Again experimental evidence runs against magnetic shielding, as applied 
to inductive phenomena. 

 

 
  Figure 3 

The output of the engine is not sensitive to magnetic shielding on the closing wire 
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  Photo 1 

 
3.3 Spinning shielded probe with the magnet at rest in the Lab 

 

 
  Figure 4 

The output of the engine is not sensitive to magnetic shielding on the spinning probe 
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Figure 4 shows the free to spin shielded radial probe with both the magnet 
and the closing wire stationary in the lab. When the probe is spun at some 
200 rad/sec the measured voltage amounts to 14 mV, i.e., the same as if the 
shielding were absent on the spinning probe, working in identical topologi-
cal conditions. 

Photo 2 shows the actual setup employed in the lab. The probe and ac-
cesories were anchored to a plexiglass plate able to spin on the magnet. The 
iron pipe (botton) screens the insulated probe whose ends contact with the 
inner face of the brass cylinder and with the axial collector through sliding 
carbon electrodes. In order to balance the rotating device we soldered a ra-
dial brass rod (without electrical connection with the conducting cylinder) 
and two coins to the plexiglass plate on the magnet (top). 

 

 
  Photo 2 

 
From all the above experiments we infer that motional Lorentz field is 

unsensitive to magnetic shielding. In other words, the magnetic field strenght 
  

!
B  appearing in equ.1 is that due to the magnetic sources at relative motion 
with the wires, but not the local field on them.  

Ferromagnetic materials suffer induced magnetizacion when placed near 
permanent magnets or carrying current wires [13]. Figure 5 shows the in-
duced poles generated on the surfaces of a soft iron cylinder (magnetic 
shield) located on the North pole of a permanent magnet.  
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  Figure 5 

Sketching external and induced fields acting on the probe 

Also a probe wire, embedded into the cylinder, is shown in the figure. 
The above wire “sees” two opposite poles beneath it (the original North pole 
due to the magnet plus the induced South pole on the shield), and the in-
duced North pole on the farher face of the shield.   

The apparent magnetic charges raised on the iron surfaces are the respon-
sible for the induced field   

!
B I  which, added to the  external field   

!
B O , gives 

us the local field on the probe: 

   

!
B Local  =   

!
B O +  

!
B I  (4)  

Note that   
!
B I acts in opposition to   

!
B O. The above reported experiments 

show, beyond any doubt, that the fields whose sources are at relative rest 
with the wires don’t contribute to motional Lorentz field. All happens as if 
the magnetic shielding were absent. The non-local action of the spinning 
magnet on the wire gives account for the performed experiments, despite 
being the active wires shielded. In the archaic language of  “B-lines cutter” 
believers, being the wire at relative rest with the shielding, is unable to “cut” 
  

!
B I -lines.  

The shield itself, altough unable to perturb motional induction, becomes 
electrically polarised in the same way as the branches X and Y. Briefly 
speaking, and as far as motional induction is concerned, ferromagnetic 
shielding on the wires behaves as a bulk of dielectric, paramagnetic or dia-
magnetic material enclosing the above wire. The non local nature of mo-
tional induction is fully supported by experimentation. 
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4 Induction in Weber’s rationale 

The starting point of Weber’s electrodynamics, an action at a distance 
(i.e. non local) theory, is Weber’s force, FW = FC [1 + (1/c

2
)(r  !!r -  !r

2
/2)], 

wherein FC means Coulomb’s force and the dots mean time derivatives [11].  
Assis and Thober were able to explain, within the above framework, ho-

mopolar induction [12]. They modeled the permanent magnet with the aid of 
two charged rotating shells (Q, R, ! M  / -Q, R+ dR, ! M + ! N ). After some 
straightforward  calculations A&T get the force acting on a free charge q of 
a spinning (at ! ) conductor : 

 
  

!
f  = (qQ/12! ! O  c2R)[ ! N

2 + 2! N(! M  - ! )]   
!
r  (3’) 

  

!
r   being the position vector to the axis z, so that r is the distance between 

q and this axis. A&T wrote: “ Classically this    situation of a double shell 
would give rise to a uniform magnetic field inside the shells given by 

   

!
B  = - ( µ OQ! N

  / 6 ! R) z
!  (4’) 

We may consider ! M as the rotation of the magnet itself as usually the 
positive charges are fixed in the lattice. So ! N  may be considered as the 
drifting angular velocity of the electrons responsible for the current and for  
for the magnetic field.” 

After some physically tenable considerations eqs. (3’,4’) lead to 

 
  

!
f  = - qB(! M - ! )  

!
r  

in full agreement with equ.1. 
The important conclusion is retained that the physics underlying motional 

induction  
Is enclosed in Equ. (1’), where only charges at relative motion and dis-

tances are involved.  
Magnetic field strenght,  as given by Equ. (4’), appears here only as sec-

ondary magnitude, disproved of any physical meaning beyond its own defi-
nition. 
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5 Motor configuration 

The role of relative motion in both motional electromotive and pondero-
motive phenomena, and the full reversibility between generator-motor con-
figurations, has been duly proven [1-9].  Consequently, we cannot expect 
weakening of ponderomotive forces acting on current carrying wires at-
tached to magnetic shields.  

By applying local Laplace force d  

!
F = Id  

!
l x  

!
B  to a shielded wire, we 

only need to remember equation (4). Figure 6-a shows a non rotating ho-
mopolar motor in which its left branch, traversed by a centripetal DC, suffers 
a CCW-torque and its right branch, traversed by a centrifugal DC, suffers an 
equal but opposite torque [1,7]. Both branches, located on the North pole of 
the permanent magnet, are acted on by Laplace force Fo . Being the two 
above branches soldered to a bearing free to rotate about the magnet axis 
[1,7], rotation becomes forbidden. The only observable effect (disregarding 
Joule heating) is the bending of the branches [1]. 

 

 
The essential features of homopolar motor 

6 Experimental  

6.1 Torque cancellation in unshielded two-branches homopolar motor 
The experimental verification of torque cancellation in the above de-

scribed configuration was fully verified in the past [1-9]. 
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6.2 Partially shielded carrying current coil locatedon the magnet,  
boh free to rotate in the lab 

Photo 3 (see also Fig.2) shows a 250 turns coil in which X  (near) branch 
remains nude whereas Y branch has been shielded with soft iron. Low fric-
tion bearings allow the coil to rotate about magnet axis. Mean magnetic 
strenght on the near branch amounts to some 500 gauss. We failed to detetct 
the slighest rotation when DC was raised from 1 to 10 A. Of course, no rota-
tion was observed on the magnet. The highest force on the X  branch, NLIB, 
amounts to some 250 x 0.05 x 10 x 0.05 !  6 N, giving rise to a torque  
roughly evaluated as (FL/2) !  (6x0.05)/2 = 0.15 Nxm. The frictional torque 
in our actual setup never surppassed 0.01 Nxm. This experiment clearly 
shows that the torque acting on the nude branch of the coil is exactly can-
celled by an opposite torque acting on the shielded branch. All happens as if 
the shield were absent. 

 

 
  Photo 3 

 
6.3 Two branches (on of them shielded) homopolar motor with restricted 
motion relative to the shielding 

We performed a slight modification of Fig. 6a in which the right branch 
was screenned with (8 mm inner major radius, 2 mm thickness) soft iron 
pipe attached to the magnet (Fig.6b + Photo 4).  

When DC (centripetal on the left branch) amounting to some 2 A was in-
jected, the whole wire moved in CCW sense until the wire was stopped by 
the pipe. The antagonic induced field  BI  is the responsible for the force FI 
on the shielded wire, breaking the equlibrium described in VI.1. 
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  Photo 4 

 
6.4 Two branches (on of them shielded) homopolar motor without re-
stricted motion relative to the shielding 

 
The shielding pipe was soldered to the bearing and to the right wire, both 

free to rotate about the magnet axis (Photo 5). No rotation of the wires was 
detected when current was raised from 1 to 50 A. Being the wire attached to 
the pipe, action-reaction cancellation forbides relative motion between the 
pipe and the wire. The shielded branch is only acted by the field due to the 
magnet, BO , and all happens as if the shielding were absent.  
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  Photo 5 

 

7 Miscellaneous conditions 

The whole set of reported measurements was performed within a global 
experimental uncertainty amounting ±  5%. 

Non local induction due to time-varying currents is a well known matter 
for engineers who design transformers. Let us consider a long solenoid car-
rying a time-dependent current. The magnetic field remains mainly confined 
inside the solenoid, being negligible outside it. Nevertheles, by encircling 
the above solenoid with an arbitrarily shaped wire, induction takes place on 
the wire, despite being the magnetic strenght null on it [14]. Some authors 
try to save locality with the aid of the magnetic potential vector (  

!
B = 

! !   

!
A ), but such attempts become illusory due to the nature of   

!
A : 

1) The magnetic potential vector, as defined by F. Neumann in order to 
derive Faraday induction law from Ampère force [11], only involves cur-
rents and distances being, consequently, a mathematical tool derived 
from an action at a distance rationale. 

2) We don’t know a direct physical meaning of the potential vector (  
!
A  is 

unable to move the compass-needle).Therefore, we must consider the po-
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tential vector as being a suitable mathematical contrivance useful when 
performing calculations. 

Microphysics i.e., quantum physics, exibits a manifest non local nature 
(Pauli exclusion principle, Aharonov-Bohm effect, Bell’s inequality viola-
tion, entanglement …) 

Giving confidence to local actions rationale, D. Dameron advanced to us 
the idea developped in this work [15], i.e. to build homopolar devices in 
which some wires were magnetically shielded.  

Incomplete physics. After the disclosure of the true physics of motional 
electromagnetic induction, widespread wrong statements as [16,17] must be 
abandoned as soon as possible: 

  
“The important conclusion is retained that motion (rotation in this case) 

of the source of magnetic field does not affect any physical process, so long 

as such motion does not produce a tyme-varying field.”  
 
Dangerous interpretations. In the eyes of absolutists like Kennard [1] and 

pseudo relativists like Panofsky [16] and Feynman [18], who besides advo-
cate local actions, the null output of experiment III.1 would be interpreted as 
sustaining the above wrong statement. 

Einstein’s vindication. Einstein was right when wrote, at the beginning of 
his famous 1905 paper [19]:  

 

“It is known that Maxwell electrodynamics (as usually understood at the 

present time) when applied to moving bodies, leads to asymmetries which do 

not appear to be inherent in the phenomena”. True relativists [20, 21] 
promptly recognized the full validity of rotational relativity as applied to 
electrodynamics. 

 
Physics vs. mathematics. Since Newton the concept of interaction is the 

heart of physics, being force the operational link existent between two or 
more interacting particles. It is Newton’s third law the masterpiece which 
enhances the concept of force giving to newtonian fruitful physics its inde-
structible signature. Modern field theoreticians think on different ways; 

 
 “Although E

!
 and B
!

 thus first appear just as convenient for forces 

produced by distributions of charge and current, they have other important 

aspects. First, their introduction decouples conceptually the sources from 
the test bodies experiencing electromagnetic forces. If the fields E

!
 and B
!

 

from two sources distributions are the same at a given point in the space, the 
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force acting on a test charge or current at that point will be the same, re-

gardless of how different the source distributions are” [22]. 
 
The above statements deserve thourough critical revision since if we wish 

to replace a physical entity by another one, we need to be sure on the com-

pleteness of the involved replacement. Homopolar electromagnetic induction 
offers us a striking example in which such replacement (i.e. to decouple   

!
B -

sources from the test charge) leads to manifestly wrong physics, unable to fit 
with experimental observation. The field  isn’t  the relevant piece here, but 
its sources and its state of motion. 

 
Hertz first order invariant (under Galilei transformation) formulation of 

Maxwell’s equations deserves to be seriously taken into account for a better 
understanding of electrodynamics. As far as we know, the best prospect 
offered on the issue is that due to T.E. Phipps [24, 25] which, essentially, 
rest on the replacement of the non-invariant operator ! / ! t by the first order 
invariant derivative d/dt. Here d/dt = ! / ! t + (  

!
v d .! ), and Phipps interpets 

v
!

d  as velocity of the test charge, field detector, radiation absorber, etc. 
It is worthwile to quote that some authors [16, 22, 23] were aware of the 

relevance of the operator ! / ! t + (  

!
v .! ) when dealing with motional in-

duction (Faraday law) but they remained ambiguous concerning the meaning 
of v
! . Thus, in Stratton words [23, chapter V], “If by   

!
E we understand the 

total force per unit charge in a moving body, then ! !   

!
E = - !   

!
B / ! t + 

! ! (  

!
v !   

!
B ). Moreover, d  

!
B / dt = !   

!
B / ! t + (  

!
v .! )  

!
B , so that ! !   

!
E = 

- d  

!
B / dt “.  
 
shielding were absent. 
 

APPENDIX 
 
Taken from Page and Adams [13], page 143. 
 
“ A sensitive magnetic instrument can be shielded very effectively from 

outside fields by placing it inside a cylindrical shell made of soft iron of high 

permeability. We shall investigate the field in the interior of a cylindrical 

shell of constant permeability placed in a uniform magnetic field at right 

angles to the axis of the cylinder”. After solving Laplace’s equation for the 
magnetostatic potential, the above authors get the shielding ratio g = 

( µ /4)[1- (a/b)
2
] , wherein a (b) means inner (outer) radius 
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